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1 Introduction

Attacking an embedded processor (8051): Insert malicious components into a processor (8051) on an FPGA.
This processor will run a set of instructions that perform an encryption. These instructions will be stored
in a RAM. Teams can modify the components either in the processor, memory, or the communication lines
or all of them. Attacks may not be limited to leaking secret key or performing a denial-of-service attacks.
Innovative and practical attacking mechanisms will be greatly appreciated by the judges.

2 Objective

The objective of this tutorial is to run a ”Hello World” program on the FPGA-based 8051 and to verify that
the correct values are produced.

3 Design

The 8051 IP Core is written in VHDL language and comes with several test-benches, simulation models,
and sample codes. This is useful for performing functional simulations of the core. However to implement
the 8051 on a FPGA, the Xilinx CORE Generator system was used to generate three memory modules; the
internal RAM, the external RAM, and program RAM, each with a 8-bit data width and 128-bit, 1024-bit,
1024-bit data depth respectively. Although the external RAM and program RAM can have a maximum
capacity of 64-kilobytes, a smaller size was chosen because of the Block-RAM limitations on the Spartan 3E
board. For future boards, the size can be adjusted accordingly. A UART module is insert into the design to
allow programming of the program RAM and access to the memory contents. An additional DCM module
is insert into the design to decrease the speed from 100MHz to 10MHz.
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Figure 1: FPGA based 8051 - Block Diagram

3.1 FPGA board interface

• SW0 - determine the state of the UART controller: (0) transmit, (1) receive. To upload a new program
to the 8051, set SW0 to receive. Only the program memory is allow to be written. The other memory
contents (Internal & External RAM) are read only.

• SW2 and SW1 - serve as the multiplexer controlled switches for the memory dump.

1. ”00” - dump the raw contents of the internal RAM.

2. ”01” - dump the raw contents of the program RAM.

3. ”10” - not used. Output 0x00 by default.

4. ”11” - dumps the raw contents of the external RAM.

• BTNC - ”Re-dump” command. If the UART controller is in the transmit state (SW0 = 1) then pressing
BTNC will ”re-dump” the RAM contents. Note, pressing BTNC will not erase the RAM contents.

• BTNU - Executes the instructions stored in the program RAM. Since most programs take less than a
second to run, simply pressing the button so be suffice.

• LEDS - The leds are connected to the UART module’s received signal, therefore when the data is send
to the RAM it will also be outputted to the eight leds light.

4 Software Packages

In order to run programs on the 8051, there will be several tools used throughout the guide.

1. 8051 Assembler - program is used to compile the assembly code into Intel hex format.

2. Simulator2003 - Windows based 8051 simulator.
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3. hex2dual.c - program to convert an Intel hex file into a text file. The file is package with the 8051 IP
Core, it can be compile with Visual Studio or GCC. Usage: hex2dual <filename>

4. txt2bin.py - Python script that takes the above text file and converts it to a binary file. This will be
the final file to be upload to the FPGA board. Usage: txt2bin.py <filename>

5. Terminal - is a simple serial port terminal program that served as the communication between the 8051
and computer.

6. Digilent’s Adept - program FPGA board with .bit file.

7. Xilinx ISE Webpack - Download from http://www.xilinx.com/support/download/. For compati-
bility, install version 12.4

5 Design Flow

5.1 Generating bit file

1. Create a new Xilinx project and copy all the required files into the project. There will be four file
which will appear to be missing. These are the IP Core files which we need to re-generate.

Figure 2: Incomplete Project

2. Generate two IP memory file: one called ram128x8 with a write width of 8 and a write depth of 128.
The second memory is called ramx1kx8 with a write width of 8 and a write depth of 1024. See the
appendix 6.1 for more information.

3. In addition to the two memory IP Core, we need to generate a DCM to slow the clock down to 10MHz.
See the appendix 6.2 for more information.
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5.2 Assembling your program

1. Type the program in notepad program and save the file with an .asm extension. In this guide a sample
assembly code is provided in the appendix.

2. Store the asm51.exe and MOD51 in the same directory as the assembly code file.

Figure 3: Program Directory

3. Open cmd.exe and navigate to the directory where the files are located. Compile the code by typing
asm51 <filename>.

Figure 4: Compile assemble code

4. Now there will be two extra files created in that directory. The .LST extension file has a report of the
program along with any errors present. The .HEX is the machine language equivalent of the assemble
code and it can be used for simulation purpose. Unfortunately this machine code has to be converted
further for the FPGA based 8051 to understand.
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5.3 Simulation

1. Start the Simulator2003 program by click on the icon on the desktop or in the Programs menu.

2. The Simulator2003 program will opens with several small windows. The important windows to view
are the ”SFRs window”, ”Execution Status”, ”Internal RAM”, External RAM” and the ”Bit Memory”.

3. Open the hex file that was generated from the asm51.exe program. Start the simulation by clicking
on the green traffic light or by going to Execution → Start/Stop Execution.

4. Once the program has finish with the operation check the memory content to verify the correct values.
You can set breakpoints by going to Disassembly→ Break Points. In the sample program provide, the
code will enter an infinite loop once the operation has been completed.

Figure 5: Simulating ”Hello World” program

5.4 Uploading program to FPGA

1. Since the 8051 IP Core is a module within the FPGA, we need to take the hex file and convert it into
a raw binary file. Compile the hex2bin.c using a compiler of your choice. Then run the program using
hex2bin.exe <filename>. In this guide the hex2bin.c was compile using GCC under Cygwin.
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Figure 6: Hex to Binary

2. Run the python script txt2bin.py to obtain the raw binary file. Again there will be two new files
produced, the .dua extension file is the binary text representation while the .bin extension file is the
actual binary file.

3. Start the terminal and connect to the appropriate COM port. The baud rate is 9600, 8 data bits, no
parity, 1 stop bit and no handshaking.

Figure 7: Terminal Program

4. Connect the FPGA board to the computer using the USB cable. Download the bit file to the FPGA
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using Digilent’s Adept program. Since Digilent only provided one USB cable, use the same cable and
change from the PROG to the UART port.

Figure 8: Programming FPGA

5. By default all three memory (Program, Internal, and External) are initialized to zero.

Figure 9: Internal RAM contents with no program loaded

6. To upload a program, set SW0 to ”1” and press BTNC. This is to insure that the file is upload to the
beginning of the memory location. Then click ”send file” and choose the .bin file to upload. The led
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lights will blink to signal that the data is being transmitted. Once the file has been sent, set SW0 back
to ”0”

Figure 10: Uploading instruction to RAM

7. Start the 8051 core by pressing BTNU.

8. To view the memory contents of the internal RAM, set SW2 and SW1 to ”00” respectively and press
BTNC. The terminal program should contain the values of the RAM.

Figure 11: Internal RAM dump

9. You can verify the instructions are correctly stored in the program RAM by setting SW2 and SW1 to
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”01” respectively and setting SW0 to ”0”. If nothing happens press BTNC

Figure 12: Instruction RAM dump

6 Appendix

6.1 Memory IP Core

Figure 13: RAM 128x8
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Figure 14: RAM 128x8

Figure 15: RAM 128x8
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Figure 16: RAM 128x8

Figure 17: RAM 128x8
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Figure 18: RAM 128x8

Figure 19: RAM 128x8
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6.2 DCM IP Core

Figure 20: DCM 10MHz

Figure 21: DCM 10MHz
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Figure 22: DCM 10MHz

Figure 23: DCM 10MHz
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Figure 24: DCM 10MHz

Figure 25: DCM 10MHz
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Figure 26: DCM 10MHz

hello.asm

1 ;−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 ;
3 ; Program : he l l o . a sm
4 ; Function : Pr int ”He l lo World” to memory l o c a t i o n 0x30 to 0x3A
5 ;
6 ; Compiler : MetaLink Macro Assembler
7 ; Used in : 8051
8 ;
9 ; Date : 08/31/2011

10 ; ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
11

12 ; i n d i c a t i n g to ASM51 we are us ing 8051
13 $MOD51

14

15 ; Writing ”He l lo World” to memory l o c a t i o n
16 mov 30H , #48H
17 mov 31H , #65H
18 mov 32H , #6CH
19 mov 33H , #6CH
20 mov 34H , #6FH
21 mov 35H , #20H
22 mov 36H , #57H
23 mov 37H , #6FH
24 mov 38H , #72H
25 mov 39H , #6CH
26 mov 3AH , #64H
27

28 ; whi l e (1 ) loop
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29 I_LOOP :
30 sjmp I_LOOP

31

32 END

txt2bin.py

1 #!/ usr /bin /python
2 #
3 # A simple s c r i p t that convert dua f i l e to bin f i l e .
4

5 import sys

6 import binascii

7 binary = [ ]
8

9 if len ( sys . argv ) != 2 :
10 print ’Usage: txt2bin.py <filename >’

11 sys . exit (1 )
12

13 fin = open ( sys . argv [ 1 ] , "r" )
14

15 for line in fin . readlines ( ) :
16 for i in line . split ( ) :
17 a = hex ( int ( str (i ) , 2) ) [ 2 : ]
18 if len (a ) == 1 :
19 a = ’0’ + a

20 b = binascii . a2b_hex (a )
21 binary . append (b )
22

23 # Write r e s u l t s to f i l e
24 #fout = open (” rom in s t ruc t i on . coe ” , ’wb ’ )
25 out = sys . argv [ 1 ]
26 filename = out [ : len ( out )−4] + ".bin"

27 fout = open ( filename , "w" )
28

29 for i in range ( len ( binary ) ) :
30 fout . write ("%s" %binary [ i ] )
31

32 fout . close ( )
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